This paper explains the design of a two-armed upper-body humanoid robot's hardware system based on the Functionally Distributed Control Architecture. This architecture realizes real-time control of each function and integrates several functions into a robot system. The robot system based on this architecture is designed as a parallel/distributed computer, in which each module with an exclusive PU(Processing Unit) and I/O peripherals executes functionally distributed coarse granularity tasks in real-time, cooperating with each other. A prototype robot system 'RAITA' is developed as a testbed for humanoid robot based this architecture and a platform for the research on the motion planning and functions. 'RAITA' consists of Main module, Vision module, Communication module, Wheel module, Right-arm module, and Left-arm module. It is about 982 [mm] in height and has two 1-DOF wheels, two 6-DOF arms, and a 2-DOF head.
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